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Here are 125 recipes to tackle any brunch craving Ã¢â‚¬â€• from smoothies and coffees, to breads,

eggs, salads, and bacon.Over Easy: Sweet and Savory Recipes for Leisurely DaysÃ‚Â is here to

spice up your morning meal. Start with a strong pot of coffee, add spicy fresh-herb cocktails, a stack

of blueberry waffles, the best egg techniques (from the fluffiest scrambled to the crispest fried), and

enough doughnuts to set you up for life. Bake from this book, gather a few friends, and have a very

good life."Before you bemoan the thought of culinary efforts in the a.m., we've got news:

Foodie-goddess-blogger Joy Wilson, ofÃ‚Â Joy The Baker, has released her new

cookbookÃ‚Â Over Easy. And guess what it's full of? Irresistible and easy, bomb brunching

recipes." - Refinery29
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JOY WILSONÃ‚Â is well known for her daily dabbles in butter and sugar as her blogging alter ego,

Joy the Baker. Since its launch in 2008, Joy the Baker has received many accolades, including

being selected as one of the 50 Best Food Blogs by The Times (London) and named Best Baking

and Desserts Blog by Saveur, among other notable accolades. JoyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s content has also

been featured on sites such as Food52, The Kitchn, and Buzzfeed.Ã‚Â A native California girl, Joy

now lives in New Orleans with her big orange cat, Tron. When sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not baking, blogging,

or Instagramming, sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s searching for the best Sazerac in town or finding her zen in yoga

class.



For whatever reason, 's "Look Inside" doesn't currently show the actual contents of this book, so I've

included them here:Joy the Baker is one of the first online bloggers that I started following. Her

writing perfectly walks the narrow line of super bubbly and relatable best friend, usually without

becoming too cute or too unlikely. This cookbook is all about "lazy day" food, mostly things you

could eat for brunch. I'd only consider making things like the fried chicken waffle sandwiches or the

wacky but fun birthday pancakes once in a great while for a group of friends, but there are also a ton

of recipes I can see myself making anytime during the week - like the smoothie bowls, banana

bread granola, green goddess sandwich, book club chicken salad, blackberry cobbler muffins, just

to name a few.Joy's recipes are accessible to the novice home cook, inspired enough to satisfy

experienced cooks, and generally take only 10-60 minutes in the kitchen to complete. Her directions

are easy to follow and most of the recipes are followed by a full-page color photo. Some of the

recipe offerings are really basic, like how to fry a perfect egg or make a breakfast sandwich, which

aren't recipes I'm especially enthusiastic about. However, there are also plenty of great, inspired

recipe ideas in Over Easy that you aren't going to find in any other cookbook, like French toast

breakfast burritos and muffaletta brunch salad.So far, I've made the spinach and artichoke omelet

wheels and the earl grey ricotta waffles. Both turned out well, so I expect I'll continue referring to

Over Easy whenever I want to make something creative and delicious.

Good book.

Great recipes! Easy to follow directions. Best banana donuts!

Upbeat, pretty and full of tasty, inspiring recipes!

This is a beautiful book with beautiful photos of what looks to be delicious recipes. I've only cooked

one recipe from this book so far, but I have several recipes marked. I'm especially intrigued by the

rolled omelet, the praline bacon, and the breakfast burgers. This book covers the gauntlet of

brunch...from cocktails, to all the variations of eggs and breakfast sandwiches to sweet treats like

different French toasts and pancakes. I made the birthday pancakes and they were deliciously

sweet and fluffy. I did have to add a little more milk than the recipe called for but I was in a hurry

when I made them so I may have mismeasured to begin with anyway.The introductions all have

Joy's signature easy conversational style which makes you feel like she's sitting next to you telling



you about her recipes. My only hold-back from giving it five stars is...well, not all the recipes have

photos and photos in cookbooks are important to me. I also don't want to give it five stars until I

cook a bit more from it, just to see how the recipes work for me. Overall, though, I'm super happy

with this purchase and love Joy the Baker.

One of the best things about Joy's writing and her cookbooks is making you feel like you can tackle

anything, even something that seems a little intimidating (like homemade pie crust!). She includes

some great hacks - and the science behind it - like the secrets of clarified butter, and simple

techniques to improve your brunch game - I find these super helpful. I've already had a few

successes and can't wait to try more - as another reviewer said, start off your brunch with one of the

great drinks, and Joy had me with an entire chapter of breakfast sandwiches.

This book is full of amazing, inventive, and delicious recipes! Another instant classic from Joy the

Baker. I'm so excited to up my brunch game thanks to this book. Beautifully shot as well. I will follow

Joy to the ends of the earth and I'm so glad she's leading me to brunch.

I had previously bought her second book on a whim and have made a majority of those recipes with

great success. So, I HAD to get her thrid book, which is dedicated to brunch, which I am as well,

Obvs. I have made a handful of recipes from the book and had successful outcomes with each

attempt.
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